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Abstract

Classifiers in natural language processing001
(NLP) often have a large number of output002
classes. For example, neural language models003
(LMs) and machine translation (MT) models004
both predict tokens from a vocabulary of thou-005
sands. The softmax output layer of these mod-006
els typically receives as input a dense feature007
representation, which has much lower dimen-008
sionality than the output. In theory, the result009
is some words may be impossible to predict010
via argmax, irrespective of input features, and011
empirically, this has been shown to happen in012
small language models (Demeter et al., 2020).013
In this paper we ask whether it can happen014
in practical large language models and transla-015
tion models. To do so, we develop algorithms016
to detect such unargmaxable tokens in public017
models. We find that that 13 out of 150 models018
do indeed have such tokens; however, they are019
very infrequent and unlikely to impact model020
quality. We release our algorithms and code to021
the public.1022

1 Introduction023

Probabilistic classifiers with a large number of024

output classes are commonplace in NLP. For ex-025

ample, the vocabulary size of contemporary LMs026

and MT models varies from tens to hundreds of027

thousands (Liu et al., 2020). Recent advances028

in modelling such large vocabularies have mostly029

been made by improving neural network feature030

encoders (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; Con-031

neau et al., 2020). But irrespective of the encoder’s032

usefulness, projecting lower dimensional features033

to higher dimensional outputs constrains expressiv-034

ity, with consequences that are not well understood.035

In this work we elaborate on the consequences036

that arise when the number of output classes |C| is037

greater than the dimensionality d of the classifica-038

tion layer inputs. For example, MT models often039

1Code available at REDACTED

Figure 1: Illustration of Stolen Probability: Class c4
can never be predicted using argmax for this softmax
classifier with |C| = 4 classes in d = 2 dimensions. On
the left, each input point x is colored according to the
class assigned the largest probability; note that while
c1, c2 and c3 surface as regions, c4 does not. On the
right we similarly show that there is no direction in the
input space for which c4 has the largest probability.

have subword vocabularies of size |C| ≈ 30000, 040

but have d ≈ 1024. These models are low rank 041

and thus less expressive (Yang et al., 2018; Ganea 042

et al., 2019); more importantly, they cannot repre- 043

sent some outputs. Demeter et al. (2020) recently 044

highlighted that this weakness2 occurs in softmax 045

LMs, showing that, in theory, some tokens can 046

never be assigned the highest probability for any 047

input, a phenomenon they call Stolen Probability. 048

Figure 1 illustrates how it occurs. 049

While Demeter et al. (2020) highlighted the the- 050

oretical problem and showed that it occurs in small 051

LMs, they were unable to test larger LMs. In this 052

paper we ask: Does Stolen Probability arise in 053

large models used in practice? To answer this ques- 054

tion, we develop algorithms to identify unargmax- 055

able tokens. We tested 7 LMs and 143 MT models. 056

Out of those, only 13 of the MT models exhibit 057

Stolen Probability, and even for those cases the 058

tokens are all noisy and infrequent. We conclude 059

that most practictioners do not need to worry about 060

Stolen Probability, and we provide new tools so 061

2This problem was highlighted by Cover (1967) and has
an interesting history of independent discovery (Smith, 2014).
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that they can confirm this on their own models.062

Our contributions are the following:063

• We explain how Stolen Probability can arise064

as a consequence of a rank constrained soft-065

max layer.066

• We extend the work in (Demeter et al., 2020)067

with algorithms that provide an exact answer068

rather than an approximate one while also in-069

cluding the softmax bias term in the analysis.070

• We verify a large number of commonly used071

publicly available language and translation072

models for Stolen Probability.073

• We release our algorithm so that others can074

inspect their models.075

2 The Softmax Bottleneck and Stolen076

Probability077

2.1 Softmax Bottleneck078

Neural network layers with more outputs than in-079

puts impose low rank constraints.3 Such constraints080

commonly exist as bottlenecks in hidden neural081

network layers, e.g. eutoencoders (Hinton and082

Zemel, 1994) and projection heads in multi-head083

transformers (Vaswani et al., 2017) among others.084

While bottlenecks make a model less expressive by085

restricting the functions it can represent, they are086

desirable both computationally and as a form of087

regularisation that can improve modelling.088

In contrast, herein we focus on the undesirable089

properties of a softmax output layer with a low rank090

parametrisation, also known as a Softmax Bottle-091

neck (Yang et al., 2018). The crucial difference is092

that a Softmax Bottleneck is usually not followed093

by a non-linear transformation, and as such the rank094

constraint limits expressivity in a very rigid way by095

restricting outputs to a subspace.4 This constraint096

was shown to hurt LM perplexity (Yang et al., 2018)097

and non-linear augmentations have been proposed098

as improvements (Yang et al., 2018; Kanai et al.,099

2018; Ganea et al., 2019). Ganea et al. (2019, Theo-100

rem 2) further elaborated on the loss of expressivity101

due to the Softmax Bottleneck by showing that the102

minimum cross entropy loss that can be achieved103

by a rank constrained softmax is greater or equal to104

that obtained by a softmax with increased rank. In105

3A layer can also be made low rank if any weight vectors
are made collinear, but we do not consider this case here.

4A linear subspace if no bias term is present and an affine
subspace otherwise.

Figure 2: Illustration of the culprit softmax weights for
Stolen Probability in Figure 1. On the left each vector is
a row of the softmax weights W ∈ R4×2. c4 is interior
to the convex hull, the triangle formed by c1, c2 and c3.

this work we discretise the output space of softmax 106

and quantify the loss in expressivity more tangibly 107

by thinking in terms of unrealisable class rankings. 108

From this interpretable perspective we will see that 109

a fixed number of rankings is not realisable and 110

Stolen Probability can arise as a consequence. 111

2.2 Stolen Probability 112

Demeter et al. (2020) analyse what happens if a 113

class weight vector of a softmax layer is interior 114

to the convex hull of all other class weight vec- 115

tors. They show that the interior class probability 116

is bounded above by the probability of at least one 117

class on the convex hull, making it unargmaxable 118

(see Figure 2 and Cover, 1967, Figure 1). However, 119

in their analysis they did not address softmax layers 120

that include a bias term. We address this limitation 121

in Section 3, thus enabling us to search for Stolen 122

Probability in any released model. 123

To detect whether Stolen Probability arises in 124

models without a bias term, the authors introduce 125

an approximate algorithm that asserts whether a 126

weight vector is internal to the convex hull. It is 127

approximate since their method had a precision 128

approaching 100% but 68% recall when compared 129

to an exact algorithm (Qhull Barber et al., 1996) 130

on the first 10 dimensions of a softmax LM. In 131

Section 3.3 we introduce an exact algorithm to 132

detect unargmaxable tokens with certainty. 133

The authors use their approximate algorithm to 134

show that AWD-LSTM LMs (Merity et al., 2018) 135

“steal” probability from candidate bounded words 136

when contrasted to the probabilities assigned by 137

a smoothed n-gram LM. However, they find that 138

as they increase the dimensionality d of the soft- 139

max weights to 200, the effect of Stolen Probabil- 140

ity begins to dissipate. This raises the question 141

of whether Stolen Probability is of importance for 142
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neural models used in practice which also have143

larger softmax weight dimensionality. In this paper144

we address this question for MT models of dimen-145

sionality d ∈ [256, 512, 1024]. We choose MT146

models since they have more practical use cases147

than (generative) LMs: if Stolen Probability exists148

in an MT model, then the affected tokens can never149

be produced when using greedy decoding. In our150

experiments we find that Stolen Probability arises151

in limited cases, which however are not of grave152

importance.153

3 Detecting Stolen Probability154

In order to quantify whether Stolen Probability155

arises in released LMs and MT models, we first156

need to introduce tractable algorithms for detecting157

it. In this section we explain how Stolen Probabil-158

ity can arise when we have a Softmax Bottleneck.159

Then, we introduce a fast approximate algorithm160

and a slow exact algorithm which we combine to161

detect vocabulary tokens that cannot be predicted.162

3.1 Definitions163

3.1.1 Softmax164

A softmax layer gives us the probability assigned to165

a target class ct for an input feature vector x ∈ Rd166

as follows:167

P (C = ct | x) =
ew

>
ct
x+bct∑

i e
w>

ci
x+bci

168

= softmax(Wx+ b)ct169

where W ∈ R|C|×d are the class weight vectors170

stacked row by row, and b ∈ R|C| is the bias term.171

The above are used to compute the logits y =172

Wx + b. In what follows, we will refer to the173

feature activations x in Rd as the input space and174

the logits y in R|C| as the output space of the175

softmax layer.176

3.1.2 Discretising the output space into177

Permutations178

As we saw in Figure 1, there are certain arrange-179

ments of softmax weights for which a target class180

ct cannot be surfaced as the argmax. To understand181

this phenomenon, it will be helpful to discretise the182

outputs to a finer granularity: rankings. In order183

for a classifier to predict a class ct it must rank ct184

above all other classes by assigning it the largest185

probability. From this perspective, a classifier as-186

signs each input x a permutation π that ranks the187

class indices in increasing order of probability. 188

π : P (cπ[1]
| x) < P (cπ[2]

| x) < . . . < P (cπ[|C|] | x) 189

As an example, if we have 4 classes and obtain 190

probabilities P (C | x) =
[
.2 .4 .1 .3

]> we 191

assign x the permutation π3142 , since P (c3 | x) < 192

P (c1 | x) < P (c4 | x) < P (c2 | x). We can 193

readily obtain the coarser argmax decision (c2) by 194

reading off the last index of the permutation. 195

3.2 How can Stolen Probability arise? 196

Stolen probability arises for class ct when all per- 197

mutations that rank ct above the rest cannot be 198

realised due to rank constraints. We explain how 199

by combining the following two observations. 200

Observation 1. We can discretise R|C| into re- 201

gions corresponding to permutations by segment- 202

ing the space with hyperplanes. 203

The hyperplanes that partition space into re- 204

gionsRπ corresponding to permutations are a well 205

known structure in Combinatorics, the Braid Hy- 206

perplane Arrangement 5 (Stanley, 2004). The 207

Braid Arrangement for 3 and 4 classes is illustrated 208

in rows 1 and 2 of Figure 3 respectively. 209

In order to be able to rank the classes according 210

to permutation Rπ , our network needs to be able 211

to map an input x to regionRπ in the output space. 212

However, this is not always possible when we have 213

a Softmax Bottleneck as we elaborate below. 214

Observation 2. When we have rank constraints 215

only a subspace of R|C| is feasible. 216

Case i) softmax(Wx). By calculating y = 217

Wx, the class logits y are a linear combination 218

of d columns of W. Therefore, when d < |C| 219

we can only represent a d-dimensional subspace of 220

R|C| at best. This feasible subspace is illustrated as 221

a grey plane in the middle column of Figure 3. 222

Case ii) softmax(Wx + b). If we also have a 223

bias term b the model can choose how to offset 224

the subspace. When the bias term b is not in the 225

column space of W the zero vector 0 is no longer a 226

feasible y and instead of a linear subspace we have 227

an affine subspace. See Figure 7 in the Appendix 228

for an illustration comparing the two cases. 229

Corollary 1. A softmax classifier parametrised 230

by W and b can rank classes in the order of per- 231

mutation π iff the affine subspace spanned by W 232

5See Appendix B for more details on hyperplane arrange-
ments and the Braid Arrangement specifically.
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Observation (1):
Discretise R|C| into permutations

Rπ123 Rπ321

Rπ312Rπ132

Rπ213 Rπ231

|C
|=

3
Observation (2):

Observe rank constraints
Feasible logits

(1) & (2) =⇒ Corollary 1:
Feasible permutations

Rπ312 Rπ321

Rπ231

Rπ213Rπ123

Rπ132

Rπ1342
Rπ1324

|C
|=

4

Rπ1342

Rπ1432

Rπ1423

Rπ1243

Rπ2143
Rπ2413Rπ2431

Rπ2341

Rπ3241

Rπ3421

Rπ3412

Rπ3142

Figure 3: Illustration of Corollary 1 (3rd column) as a result of Observation 1 (1st column) and Observation 2 (2nd

column) for softmax(Wx), W ∈ R|C|×d, d = 2. Planes truncated for ease of visualisation. Top row: In the left
column we see the Braid Arrangement for 3 classes partitioning the output space into 6 regions that correspond to
permutations: class rankings in increasing order of probability. In the middle column we see that because d = 2
we can only map x to the feasible logits, a plane (grey) defined by W. Therefore, in the right column we see that
we can only represent permutations that correspond to the regions we can intersect with this plane. For |C| = 3 we
can still represent all 6 rankings of 3 classes since any plane in general position will intersect all 6 regions. Bottom
row: The Braid Arrangement for 4 classes. Since d < |C|−1 the plane can only intersect 12 regions so only 12/24
permutations are feasible. As an example, we see that the plane intersects regionRπ1342 but notRπ1324 and hence
π1342 is feasible while π1324 is not. In fact, the orientation of the plane is such that none of the 6Rπ∗4 regions are
intersected, so as in Figures 1 and 2 c4 cannot be ranked above c1, c2 and c3 and Stolen Probability arises.

and b intersects region Rπ of the Braid Arrange-233

ment 6. When d < |C| − 1 there are regions that234

cannot be intersected 7. The feasible permutations235

in our example correspond to the sections formed236

on the grey plane illustrated in the rightmost col-237

umn of Figure 3. Note that for |C| = 4 only 12 out238

of 24 regions can be intersected.239

As we make the Softmax Bottleneck narrower240

by reducing the dimension d of the softmax inputs,241

more permutations become infeasible (Good and242

Tideman, 1977; Kamiya and Takemura, 2005). Im-243

portantly, if we choose |C| and d and whether to244

use a bias term, changing the values of the softmax245

weights changes the set of feasible permutations but246

not the cardinality of the set (Cover, 1967; Smith,247

2014). See Appendix C for more details.248

Corollary 2. Stolen Probability occurs for class249

6This insight of slicing the Braid Arrangement was intro-
duced in Kamiya et al. (2011).

7When d = C−1 we can still intersect all regions, because
the Braid Arrangement always has rank |C|−1 (all its normal
vectors are perpendicular to the 1 vector).

ct when any permutation that would rank class 250

ct above all other classes is infeasible. 251

3.2.1 Effect of softmax bias term 252

Without a bias term the regions corresponding to 253

permutations are unbounded (see the rightmost col- 254

umn of Figure 3). As such, imposing any range 255

restrictions on the softmax layer inputs x does not 256

change the feasible regions as long as the restriction 257

includes the origin. However, when we introduce a 258

bias term we also get bounded regions (see Figure 7 259

in the Appendix that contrasts the two situations). 260

Therefore, in this case the scale of the inputs to 261

the softmax layer also matters. If the inputs do not 262

have a large enough range, there will be regions that 263

exist but cannot be reached by the feature encoder. 264

3.3 Exact algorithm 265

Given a softmax layer parametrised by W and b, 266

is there a class ct that has Stolen Probability? First 267

we describe a slow but exact algorithm. 268

An exact algorithm will either prove class ct has 269
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no Stolen Probability by returning a feasible point270

x : argmax (Wx+ b) = ct or it will prove ct is271

bounded by verifying no such point exists.272

To check if a region exists that ranks ct above273

all others, we need to find an input x ∈ Rd that274

satisfies the following constraints:275

P (ci | x) < P (ct | x), ∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|, i 6= t276

Each of the above constraints is equivalent to re-277

stricting x to a halfspace (see Appendix A). Hence,278

to enforce all above inequalities x is restricted to279

an intersection of halfspaces.280

(wci −wct)
>x+ (bci − bct) < 0

∀i : 1 ≤ i ≤ |C|, i 6= t
(1)281

If the intersection of halfspaces is empty, there282

is no x for which class ct can be ranked above283

all others - and hence Stolen Probability occurs.284

Finding a point in an intersection of halfspaces can285

be solved via linear programming, albeit we found286

the algorithm to be slow in practice for d > 100.287

3.3.1 Chebyshev Center linear programme288

The Chebyshev center of a polytope (Boyd et al.,289

2004, p. 417) is the center of the largest ball of290

radius r that can be embedded within the polytope.291

We can find the Chebyshev center xc and the radius292

r with the following linear programme.293

maximise r294

subject to w>i xc + r‖wi‖2 ≤ bi, 1≤i≤|C|−1295

xc ≤ 100296

xc ≥ −100297

r > 0298

Where wi = wci − wct and bi = bci − bct , ∀i :299

ci 6= ct. We further constrain xc to guarantee the300

feasible set is bounded, since the Chebyshev center301

is not defined otherwise. This constraint also cap-302

tures the fact that neural network activations cannot303

be arbitrarily large.304

If the above linear programme is feasible, we305

know that class ct is unbounded and we also get a306

lower bound on the volume of the region for which307

it is solvable by inspecting r. On the other hand, if308

the linear programme is infeasible, ct is bounded309

in probability.310

3.4 Approximate algorithm311

The exact algorithm was too slow to run for the312

whole vocabulary. In order to avoid running the ex-313

act algorithm for every single vocabulary item, we314

Input: W, b, ct

Approximate
Algorithm

Exact
Algorithm

ct = approx bounded

ct = unboundedct = bounded

found

no
t

fo
un

d

feasible

not
feasible

Figure 4: Algorithm to detect Stolen Probability for
class ct. We first run the approximate algorithm, which
quickly proves most vocabulary tokens are unbounded.
If it fails to find a solution in N steps, we rely on the
exact algorithm to either find a solution or prove there
is no solution and the token is bounded.

developed an incomplete algorithm (Kautz et al., 315

2009) with a one-sided error, which can quickly 316

rule out most tokens, leaving only a small number 317

to be checked by the exact algorithm. It proves that 318

ct is unbounded by finding an input x for which 319

ct has the largest activation. Unlike the exact algo- 320

rithm, if no solution exists it cannot prove that the 321

token is bounded. Hence we terminate our search 322

after a predetermined number of steps. However, 323

not finding a solution does not necessarily mean 324

that this token is bounded. We denote any tokens 325

not found to be bounded by the approximate al- 326

gorithm as approx bounded and we run the exact 327

algorithm on them. An illustration of the way we 328

combine the exact and approximate algorithms to 329

decide whether class ct is bounded in probability 330

can be found in Figure 4. 331

3.4.1 Braid Reflect 332

The idea behind this approximate algorithm is to 333

use the Braid Hyperplane Arrangement as a map 334

to guide us towards a point x for which ct has 335

the largest activation. To show that class ct is not 336

bounded, it suffices to find an input x for which the 337

largest probability is assigned to ct. Empirically 338

we found this to be easy for most classes. 339

We begin by interpreting the actual weight vec- 340

tor as the candidate input x = W>
ct:. We do so 341

since the dot product of two vectors is larger when 342
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Algorithm 1: Braid reflection step

Data: Class index ct, x ∈ Rd,
W ∈ R|C|×d, b ∈ R|C|

1 ci = argmax(Wx+ b)
2 w = (Wct: −Wci:)

>

3 b = bct − bci
4 w′ = w

‖w‖2
5 d = w′>x

6 x = x− 2(d+ b
‖w‖2

)w′

Figure 5: Move x to region where P (ct) > P (ci).

the two vectors point in the same direction8. While343

the magnitude of the vectors affects the dot prod-344

uct, we found the above initialisation worked well345

empirically. When ct is not the argmax for x and346

ci is instead, Relation 1 for ci and ct will have the347

wrong sign. The sign of this relation defines which348

side of the Braid hyperplane for ci and ct we are349

on. To correct the sign, we construct the normal350

vector and offset (Lines 2, 3 in Figure 5) of the351

Braid hyperplane, compute the distance of x from352

it (Line 5), and reflect x across it (Line 6). We353

repeat the above operation until we get ct to be the354

argmax or we give up after N steps.355

4 Experiments356

Do publicly released LMs and MT models have357

classes that are bounded in probability? In this358

section we use the combined algorithm introduced359

in Figure 4 to search models for Stolen Probability.360

We test 7 LMs and 143 MT models. We find that361

Stolen Probability only occurs in 13 MT models,362

but this mostly affects infrequent and noisy vocab-363

ulary tokens. We therefore do not expect Stolen364

Probability to affect translation quality per se.365

We also find that nearly all vocabulary tokens of366

LMs and student MT models can be verified with367

less than 10 steps of the approximate algorithm. In368

contrast, other MT models need thousands of steps369

and also rely on the exact algorithm. In this sense,370

models that need few steps of the approximate al-371

gorithm are easy to verify: the search problem for372

their arrangement of softmax weights is easier.373

Throughout the following experiments we as-374

sumed the softmax inputs were bounded in magni-375

tude for all dimensions −100 ≤ xi ≤ 100. As we376

mentioned in Subsection 3.2.1, if we have a soft-377

8a>b = ‖a‖2 ‖b‖2 cos θ is maximised for θ = 0

max bias term, there are bounded regions. If the 378

bounded regions are large, even though the outputs 379

are not theoretically bounded, they are practically 380

bounded since neural network feature encoders can- 381

not produce arbitrarily large activations and some 382

regions may be unreachable9. For the approximate 383

algorithm, we search for a solution with a patience 384

of N = 2500 steps and resort to the exact algo- 385

rithm if the approximate method fails or returns a 386

point outside the aforementioned bounds. We use 387

Gurobi (Gurobi Optimization, 2021) as the linear 388

programme solver. The experiments took 3 days 389

to run on an AMD 3900X 12-core CPU using 10 390

threads and 64Gb of RAM. 391

4.1 Language Models (0/7 bounded) 392

We checked 7 widely used Language Models for 393

Stolen Probability. While some of these models 394

such as BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) are not directly 395

used for generation, a recent trend is to use these 396

large LMs as prompt models (Liu et al., 2021) for 397

few shot learning. A prompt model obviates the 398

need for a separate classifier by rephrasing a clas- 399

sification task as slot filling given a task specific 400

template. Prompt approaches commonly choose 401

the answer for the slot by argmaxing the softmax 402

distribution obtained by a LM. Hence we verify 403

that there are no answers that are unargmaxable. 404

BERT, RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), XLM- 405

RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) and GPT2 (Rad- 406

ford et al., 2019) did not exhibit any bounded 407

tokens and can be assessed without resorting to 408

the exact algorithm (see Table 4 in the Appendix). 409

Moreover, the LMs were very easy to verify with 410

the approximate algorithm requiring less than 1.2 411

steps per token on average. 412

4.2 Machine Translation (13/143 bounded) 413

model source Helsinki FAIR Edinburgh Bergamot

bounded 13/32 0/4 0/82 0/25
dataset OPUS WMT’19 WMT’17 multiple10

architecture Transf Transf LSTM Transf
input dim 512 1024 500,512 256,512,1024
softmax bias 3 7 3 3

tied embeds enc+dec+out dec+out dec+out enc+dec+out

Table 1: Results for the MT models we verified.

We first focus on models which we found to have 414

Stolen Probability (bounded) and then briefly de- 415

9The validity of our assumption is only relevant for models
we find to be bounded. We therefore verified that −100 ≤
x ≤ 100 holds for two of them, see Appendix G.

10https://github.com/browsermt/students
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scribe models that were not. A summary of the re-416

sults and characteristics of the models we checked417

can be seen in Table 1. More detailed results can418

be found in Tables 5, 6, 7 and 8 in the Appendix.419

Helsinki NLP OPUS (13/32 bounded). The 32420

models we use for this subset of experiments are421

MT models released through Hugging Face (Wolf422

et al., 2020). We use models introduced in Tiede-423

mann and Thottingal (2020). These models are424

trained on subsets of OPUS. All models are trans-425

former models trained using Marian (Junczys-426

Dowmunt et al., 2018). They include a bias term427

and have tied encoder, decoder and output embed-428

dings of dimensionality 512.429

Stolen Probability, if present, will affect gener-430

ation in the target language. We therefore restrict431

our analysis to the target language vocabulary. To432

facilitate this, we inspect translation models for433

which the source and target languages have differ-434

ent scripts. We explore 32 models with source and435

target pairs amongst Arabic (ar), Hebrew (he), En-436

glish (en), German (de), French(fr), Spanish (es),437

Finnish (fi), Polish (pl), Greek (el), Russian (ru),438

Bulgarian (bg), Korean (ko) and Japanese (ja). We439

rely on the script to disambiguate between source440

and target language and discard irrelevant tokens441

from other languages. We also ignore vocabulary442

tokens containing digits and punctuation.443

In Figure 6 we can see the number of Byte Pair444

Encoding (BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) tokens that445

were bounded for these models, sorted in decreas-446

ing order. As can be seen, Stolen Probability does447

not occur for any tokens for 19/32 language pairs.448

For the remaining 13 languages, while there can449

be quite a few bounded tokens, most would not be450

expected to affect translation quality.451

Out of the set of 427 unique bounded BPE to-452

kens, 307/476 are single character subword tokens453

and only 2 are word stem BPE segments: erecti (bg-454

en) and Предварительны (en-ru) which means455

“preliminary” in Russian. The rest include the456

<unk> token and what seem to be noisy subword457

unicode tokens such as ќЌЌќ, ὶῖῖ and ἀὐῇ.458

On closer inspection of the SentencePiece to-459

keniser we found that both Предварительны460

and erecti come up as tokenisation alternatives461

that make them rare and irregular. We found462

that the Предварительны token was rare since463

it is capitalised and only occurs once, while an-464

other occurrence was caused by a BPE segmen-465

tation corner case due to Unicode token variation466

Figure 6: 13/32 HelsinkiNLP models have vocabulary
tokens that cannot be predicted using greedy decoding.

of Предварительны-e. Other mentions having 467

Предварительны as a substring were split differ- 468

ently. In a similar vein, we found that the erecti 469

token occurred due to BPE corner cases for erecti-0- 470

n, erecti-lis-), erecti-l, erecti-. and erecti-cle many 471

of which are misspellings or rare word forms from 472

clinical text. As such, the impact of these tokens 473

being bounded is small since there are alternative 474

ones the MT model can prefer over them which 475

could even correct spelling mistakes. 476

FAIR WMT’19 (0/4 bounded). We checked 4 477

FAIR models (en-ru, ru-en, en-de, de-en) submitted 478

to WMT’19 (Ng et al., 2019). These transformer 479

models have softmax weights of dimensionality 480

1024 and no softmax bias term. 481

None of the FAIR models were found to have 482

Stolen Probability, but for some tokens we had to 483

rely on the exact algorithm to show this. 484

Edinburgh WMT’17 (0/82 bounded). These 485

WMT’17 submissions (Sennrich et al., 2017) were 486

ensembles of left-to-right trained models (l2r) 487

and right-to-left trained models (r2l). These 488

were LSTMs trained with Nematus using softmax 489

weight dimensionality 500 or 512 and softmax 490

weights tied with the decoder input embeddings. 491

The models include a bias term. 492

None of the models have Stolen Probability. 493

However, we found that models that comprise an 494

ensemble varied a lot in how easy it was to show 495

that the vocabulary was unbounded, despite them 496

differing solely in the random seed used for weight 497

initialisation. As an example, zh-en.l2r(1) had 8 to- 498

kens that needed to be verified with the exact algo- 499

rithm, zh-en.l2r(2) had 3 and zh-en.l2r(3) had 366. 500

This highlights that random initialisation alone is 501

enough to lead to very different arrangements of 502

softmax weights. 503

Bergamot (0/25 bounded). The Bergamot 504

project11 model repository contains both large 505

11https://browser.mt
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transformer-base and transformer-big teacher mod-506

els, as well as small knowledge distilled (Kim and507

Rush, 2016) student models. Student models have508

d = 256 (tiny) or d = 512 (base), while teacher509

models have d = 1024. Interestingly, we find510

that it is easier to show that student models are511

unbounded when compared to teacher models, de-512

spite student models having softmax weights 1/2513

or 1/4 the dimensions of the teacher model.514

5 Discussion515

We conclude from our experiments that Stolen516

Probability is possible, but it rarely occurs in prac-517

tice for tokens that would lead to irrecoverable518

errors in the MT models we checked. It is chal-519

lenging to make exact claims about why Stolen520

Probability occurs because the models we tested521

varied in so many ways. However, we observed522

some general trends which we outline below.523

5.1 Infrequent tokens are the victims524

The most general observation is that the tokens that525

are more likely to be bounded or are hard to prove526

to be unbounded are the infrequent ones. This527

can be seen in Figures 12 and 13 in the Appendix,528

where the x-axis contains the vocabulary of the529

models sorted left to right by increasing frequency.530

Each dot represents the number of steps needed to531

check whether a token is bounded or not, and as532

can be seen the values to the right are generally533

much higher than those to the left.534

5.2 Some models are easier to verify535

We found that the LMs and student MT model536

vocabularies can be shown to be unbounded with537

one step of the approximate algorithm on average.538

On the other hand, for Helsinki NLP and FAIR MT539

models more than 10 steps were needed.540

To put the above observations into context, we541

also check the behaviour of our algorithms on ran-542

domly initialised parameters. If we initialise a543

softmax layer of |C| = 10000 classes using a uni-544

form distribution U(−1, 1) we do not expect Stolen545

Probability to occur after d = 30 (see Figure 11 in546

the Appendix). Moreover, any randomly initialised547

parameters can be checked using the approximate548

algorithm with fewer steps as we increase d.549

From this perspective it is therefore surprising550

that student models were easier to show to be un-551

bounded than the teacher models, despite the soft-552

max weight dimensionality of the student models553

being much lower (256 for tiny, versus 1024 for 554

teacher). This shows that effective neural MT mod- 555

els do not need to be hard to check, but nevertheless 556

neural models trained on the original data can some- 557

times converge to such an arrangement of weights. 558

6 Related Work 559

Other works have observed limitations of the soft- 560

max layer when modelling infrequent classes for 561

image classification (Kang et al., 2020) and rare 562

words for MT (Nguyen and Chiang, 2018; Rau- 563

nak et al., 2020). They show that normalising the 564

magnitude of the softmax weight vectors improves 565

predictions for infrequent classes. However, the 566

motivation for weight normalisation is guided em- 567

pirically. From the perspective of this work, weight 568

normalisation provably prevents Stolen Probability 569

from arising when a softmax layer has no bias term. 570

For more details, see Section D in the Appendix. 571

7 Conclusions and Future Work 572

In this work we discretised the outputs of soft- 573

max and showed how dimensionality constraints 574

shrink the set of feasible class rankings and can 575

lead to some classes being impossible to predict 576

using argmax. In our experiments we demonstrated 577

that while neural MT models can have vocabu- 578

lary tokens that are bounded in probability, this 579

does not occur often in our experiments. Moreover, 580

for the models we tested we would not expect dis- 581

cernible differences in translation quality because 582

the bounded tokens are noisy and infrequent. We 583

release an algorithm for detecting whether some 584

classes are bounded in probability with the hope 585

that this will be helpful to the wider community 586

working on a plethora of different models where 587

the observed phenomena may vary. 588

In future work we aim to investigate any learn- 589

ability consequences more closely. As we saw, 590

when using an approximate search algorithm, some 591

models are much harder to show to be bounded 592

than others. Since gradient descent algorithms are 593

also iterative search algorithms seeking optimal pa- 594

rameters, we hypothesise that it will be challenging 595

to train neural network encoders to map activations 596

to regions of the input space that a search algorithm 597

cannot find easily. Hence, while Stolen Probability 598

may not be present because of constraints imposed 599

by the softmax parameters of the last layer, it may 600

practically be present because of difficulties en- 601

countered by the encoder. 602
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A Halfspace interpretation 787

As promised, here is the derivation showing that if 788

P (ci | x) < P (cj | x) then x is constrained to a 789

halfspace. 790

We have:

P (ci | x) < P (cj | x) ⇐⇒
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>x+ (bci − bcj ) < 0

x is therefore constrained to a halfspace defined by 791

normal vector wci − wcj and offset by bci − bcj . 792

This linear form defined by the normal vector and 793

offset is the “shadow” in the input dimension of 794

our friend, the Braid Arrangement, as we will make 795

clear in the next section (see Derivation 2). 796

B Hyperplane Arrangements 797

Excellent resources to learn more about hyper- 798

plane arrangements are Stanley (2004) and Fed- 799

erico Ardila’s lectures on polytopes (see Lecture 800

34 onwards). We give a brief introduction below. 801

A hyperplane in a vector space Rd is an affine 802

subspace of dimension d − 1. The hyperplane H 803
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(a) Input space b = 0 (b) Output space b = 0 (c) Input space b 6= 0 (d) Output space b 6= 0

Figure 7: Effect of bias term b on feasible permutations of softmax(Wx + b), W ∈ R|C|×d, d = 2, |C| = 4.
Having a bias term offsets the grey plane and allows it to not pass through the origin. This increases the number
of regions by creating bounded regions seen in subfigures c and d. Each region intersected by the grey 2D plane
corresponds to a feasible permutation. We therefore obtain 18/24 feasible permutations if we include a bias term,
compared to 12/24 without one.

has one degree of freedom removed by specifying804

a constraint: a normal vector w ∈ Rd to which it is805

perpendicular. The hyperplane may also be offset806

by b in that directionH = {x ∈ Rd : w>x = b}.807

A real hyperplane arrangementA is defined as a808

set of n hyperplanes in Rd, A = {H1,H2 . . .Hn}.809

The regions R defined by a hyperplane arrange-810

ment A are the connected components X of Eu-811

clidean space Rd left when we remove the hyper-812

planes A, namely X = Rd −
⋃
H∈AH. As an813

example, subfigure (a) in Figure 7 has 12 regions814

while subfigure (c) has 18 regions.815

B.1 Braid Arrangement816

The Braid Arrangement Bn is a hyperplane arrange-
ment that partitions space into n! regions corre-
sponding to permutations. It can be constructed
in Rn from the standard basis, the columns of the
identity matrix (e1, e2 . . . en), ei ∈ Rn, by taking
all
(
n
2

)
pairs of differences between them, each dif-

ference defining the normal vector of a hyperplane
Hi,j of the Braid Arrangement.

Bn = {Hi,j ∀i, j : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n},

Hi,j = {x ∈ Rn : (ei − ej)
>x = 0}

The Braid Arrangement for n = 3 and n = 4 can817

be seen in Figure 3. It has
(
n
2

)
hyperplanes, one per818

pair of dimensions in Rn. Hence there are 3 hyper-819

planes for |C| = 3 and 6 hyperplanes for |C| = 4.820

As an example, when we have 4 classes the normal821

vector for H1,3 is w1,3 =
[
1 0 −1 0

]>. As822

can be verified by taking the dot product w>i,jx,823

the result is positive if xi > xj and negative if vice824

versa. Therefore, each hyperplane bisects space825

into two regions one for each possible ranking of 826

the pair of coordinates. 827

To see how the hyperplanes intersect to give us a
regionRπ , we express a permutation (total order)
over |C| classes, such as that in Relation 3.1.2,
using a chain of |C| − 1 pairwise inequalities.

P (cπi | x) < P (cπi+1 | x), 1 ≤ i ≤ |C| − 1

Each above constraint is equivalent to choosing a 828

side of a braid hyperplane. By imposing all con- 829

straints, we obtain a regionRπ as the intersection 830

of |C| − 1 halfspaces. There is therefore bijec- 831

tion between permutations and regions of the Braid 832

Arrangement π ↔ Rπ . 833

B.2 Restricting the Braid Arrangement to 834

lower dimensions 835

In the softmax classification layer of a neural net-
work we often compute the output space activations
y ∈ Rn by applying a final affine layer to the soft-
max input space x ∈ Rd.

y = Wx+ b, W ∈ Rn×d,b ∈ Rn

What do the Braid Arrangement hyperplanes look 836

like in the input dimension d? Let us start from the 837

output space Rn and work backwards towards the 838

input space Rd. 839

yi < yj =⇒ (ei − ej)
>y < 0 840

e>i y − e>j y < 0 841

e>i (Wx+ b)− e>j (Wx+ b) < 0 842

w>i x+ bi −w>j x− bj < 0 843

(wi −wj)
>x+ (bi − bj) < 0 844

(2) 845
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We therefore see that if d < n we can think of846

how the Braid Arrangement classifies outputs into847

permutations from two equivalent perspectives:848

• In the output space Rn not all y are feasible,849

we can only classify an input x as a permu-850

tation π if the affine layer can map x to Rπ .851

This can be seen in subfigures b and d of Fig-852

ure 7 where the feasible outputs are a plane853

that intersects the Braid Arrangement.854

• In the input space Rd all x are feasible but we855

only see the projection of the Braid Arrange-856

ment in this lower dimension. This can be857

seen in subfigures a and c of Figure 7.858

The above gives us a recipe for building the859

Braid Arrangement in the input space when the860

outputs are an affine function of the inputs. This861

construction is illustrated in Figure 8, albeit with-862

out the bias term.863

C Number of Regions (Feasible864

Permutations) of the restricted Braid865

Arrangement866

The number of feasible permutations is invariant to867

specific choices of W and b (Cover, 1967; Smith,868

2014) and only depends on the dimensionality of869

the softmax inputs d, the number of classes |C|870

and whether we specify a bias term b not in the871

columnspace of W. Namely, the cardinality of872

the set of feasible permutations does not change,873

but the members of the set do - they depend on874

the specific values in W and b. There exists a875

recurrence formula to obtain the number of feasible876

permutations for a particular |C| and d (Good and877

Tideman, 1977; Kamiya and Takemura, 2005). See878

our code and the relations in (Smith, 2014) for879

more details.880

C.1 Softmax with no bias term881

The number of feasible permutations as a function882

of |C| and d when we have a softmax with no bias883

term can be seen in Table 2. When d ≥ |C| − 1 all884

permutations corresponding to ways of ranking |C|885

classes are feasible (table cells with d = |C| − 1886

are highlighted in bold). However, as we make887

the Softmax Bottleneck narrower, we can represent888

less permutations, as can be seen from the numbers889

reported below the diagonal.890

Figure 8: Constructing the Braid Arrangement in the
input space for |C| = 3 classes and d = 2. Top left:
The softmax weights W ∈ R|C|×d for 3 classes, a, b, c.
Each vector is a row of the weight matrix. Top right:
We form the normal vectors for the braid hyperplanes
by taking all pairs of differences between the basis vec-
tors. Bottom left: The Braid hyperplanes are perpen-
dicular to the normal vectors. Each hyperplane bisects
space into two regions, one comprises the set of x for
which class i has a larger activation that class j and
the second vice versa. Bottom right: The hyperplanes
partition space into 3! = 6 regions corresponding to
permutations. Each permutation contains the indices
that sort the activations over classes in increasing order.
Softmax decision boundaries are unions of two regions,
e.g. regions cba and bca for class a.

C.2 Softmax with bias term 891

The number of feasible permutations as a function 892

of |C| and d when we have a softmax with a bias 893

term is larger as can be seen in Table 3. As we 894

saw in Figure 7, this is because a bias term can 895

offset the representible linear subspace to an affine 896

subspace which can intersect more regions of the 897

Braid Arrangement. 898
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BOTTLENECK DIMENSIONALITY d
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N
U

M
B

E
R

C
L

A
S

S
E

S
|C
| 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 2 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
4 2 12 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
5 2 20 72 120 120 120 120 120 120 120
6 2 30 172 480 720 720 720 720 720 720
7 2 42 352 1512 3600 5040 5040 5040 5040 5040
8 2 56 646 3976 14184 30240 40320 40320 40320 40320
9 2 72 1094 9144 45992 143712 282240 362880 362880 362880
10 2 90 1742 18990 128288 557640 1575648 2903040 3628800 3628800

Table 2: Number of permutation regions defined by a bottlenecked softmax layer Softmax(Wx) with no bias
term. When d ≥ |C| − 1 all permutations corresponding to ways of ranking |C| classes are feasible. 12 in italics
corresponds to the number of regions shown in the left subfigure of Figure 7. https://oeis.org/A071223.

BOTTLENECK DIMENSIONALITY d
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

N
U

M
B

E
R

C
L

A
S

S
E

S
|C
| 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

3 4 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
4 7 18 24 24 24 24 24 24 24 24
5 11 46 96 120 120 120 120 120 120 120
6 16 101 326 600 720 720 720 720 720 720
7 22 197 932 2556 4320 5040 5040 5040 5040 5040
8 29 351 2311 9080 22212 35280 40320 40320 40320 40320
9 37 583 5119 27568 94852 212976 322560 362880 362880 362880
10 46 916 10366 73639 342964 1066644 2239344 3265920 3628800 3628800

Table 3: Number of permutation regions defined by a bottlenecked softmax layer Softmax(Wx + b). When
d ≥ |C| − 1 all permutations corresponding to ways of ranking |C| classes are feasible. 18 in italics corresponds
to the number of regions shown in the right subfigure of Figure 7.
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D Preventing Stolen Probability899

While Stolen Probability does not seem to occur in900

practice for MT models, there are solutions if we901

want to guarantee it cannot occur: we can force the902

decision boundaries of the softmax layer to create903

a Voronoi Tesselation in the output space.904

A Voronoi Tesselation formed for a set of |C|905

generating points partitions space into |C| convex906

regions, one per point. A region created from a gen-907

erating point contains any point in space for which908

the Euclidean distance to the generating point is909

smaller than the distance to all other generating910

points. Since all generating points form a region,911

this guarantees that all classes can be predicted.912

The decision boundaries of softmax always form913

a Voronoi Tesselation when W is full rank (Hess914

et al., 2020, Theorem 1), as was shown by identify-915

ing the centroids of the tesselation as the softmax916

weights offset by a vector u. When W is low rank,917

however, we will need to constrain the parameters918

of softmax in order to obtain a Voronoi Tesselation.919

A summary of constraints we will show are920

needed are:921

• If Softmax has no bias term, normalise the
weight vectors 12

‖wi‖2 = const 1 ≤ i ≤ C

• If Softmax has a bias term, then set the bias
terms to:

bi = −
‖wi‖22

2
1 ≤ i ≤ C

Derivation: For any pair (i, j) of classes, we922

can construct an auxiliary pairwise classifier using923

the corresponding softmax weights (wi,wj). This924

auxiliary binary classifier w′ = wi −wj decides925

for each input x whether the activation for class i926

is greater than that for class j or not.927

The decision boundary for this binary classifier928

will be the points x for which:929

(wi −wj)
>x = 0

The region of x for which a multi-class classifier930

assigns class i as the argmax (a cone if no bias931

term) can be found using a combination of such932

binary classifiers:933

For class i to be the argmax, require:934

12This is also clear from Hess et al. (2020, Theorem 1)

wi

wj

wi −wj

wi+wj

2

Figure 9: We can be certain that all classes are repre-
sentable if we force each decision boundary formed by
a braid vector to also be a perpendicular bisector of the
line segment joining the two classes.

(wi −wj)
>x > 0

(wi −wk)
>x > 0

. . .

(wi −wn)
>x > 0

To obtain a Voronoi Tesselation, we want all 935

the auxiliary classifier decision boundaries to be 936

the perpendicular bisectors of the line segments 937

joining their corresponding weight vectors wi and 938

wj . If we require this for all possible pairs of 939

classes, the hyperplanes that define the boundaries 940

of the softmax regions will also satisfy this property 941

and classification will be equivalent to assigning 942

an input to the class weight having the smallest 943

Euclidean distance with it. 944

Therefore, let us force a point x of the decision 945

boundary to be a point on the perpendicular bi- 946

sector of the line segments connecting all pairs of 947

class weights and see where this leads us. In the 948

plot below, the orange line is both the perpendicu- 949

lar bisector of the line segment having wi and wj 950

as endpoints, as well as the decision boundary for 951

the auxiliary classifier since w′ = wi −wj is the 952

normal vector. 953

D.1 Softmax without a bias term 954

Let us start with the scenario where we have a 955

softmax layer with no bias vector. We pick x to be 956

the midpoint of the line segment joining wi and wj . 957

This way x will be both on the decision boundary 958

as well as on the perpendicular bisector. 959
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(wi −wj)
>x = 0 =⇒

(wi −wj)
>
(
wi +wj

2

)
= 0 =⇒

w>i wi +w>i wj −w>j wi −w>j wj

2
= 0 =⇒

‖wi‖22 − ‖wj‖22
2

= 0 =⇒

‖wi‖2 = ‖wj‖2

The above would need to be true for all pairs960

(i, j). Therefore, we see that if the weight vectors961

for all classes are equal (or normalised to 1) we962

get a Voronoi tesselation with the weight vectors963

as centroids. Such a normalisation step has been964

carried out in the literature (Nguyen and Chiang,965

2018; Raunak et al., 2020), but not justified from966

this point of view, to our knowledge.967

D.2 Softmax with a bias term968

Alternatively, if we had a softmax layer with a bias969

term, we would have the following changes:970

The auxiliary pairwise classifier decision bound-
aries would be:

(wi −wj)
>x+ bi − bj = 0

Following the same steps as above we would
arrive at:

(wi −wj)
>x+ bi − bj = 0 =⇒

bi − bj =
‖wj‖22 − ‖wi‖22

2

We can obtain the above condition for all auxil-971

iary classifier pairs by setting the bias term of each972

weight vector depending on the norm of the weight973

vector:974

bi = −
‖wi‖22

2

E Braid Reflect Approximate Algorithm 975

Algorithm 2: Braid reflect
Data: Class index ct,

W ∈ R|C|×d, b ∈ R|C|
Result: Whether ct is bounded

1 bounded = true
2 patience = 2500
3 x = W>

ct:

4 while patience do
5 ci = argmax(Wx+ b)
6 if ci = ct then
7 bounded = false
8 break
9 else

10 w = (Wct: −Wci:)
>

11 b = bct − bci
12 w′ = w

‖w‖2
13 xp = w′>x

14 x = x− 2(xp +
b
‖w‖2

)w′

15 patience = patience - 1
16 end
17 end

Figure 10: Approximate algorithm to detect whether
class ct has Stolen Probability.

F Stolen probability search results 976

model # approx bounded # bounded

bert-base-cased 0 0
bert-base-uncased 0 0

roberta-base 0 0
roberta-large 0 0

xlm-roberta-base 0 0
xlm-roberta-large 0 0

gpt2 0 0

Table 4: Stolen Probability search results for Language
Models. approx bounded is the number of tokens
that the approximate algorithm failed to prove were un-
bounded. bounded is the number of bounded tokens
according to the exact algorithm. No tokens were found
to be bounded.
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source model # approx bounded # bounded

Helsinki
NLP

opus-mt-ja-en 109 2
opus-mt-ru-en 90 159
opus-mt-bg-en 93 53

opus-mt-ja-en(2) 14 0
opus-mt-ar-en 40 184
opus-mt-en-el 75 42
opus-mt-de-el 115 6
opus-mt-ar-el 41 0
opus-mt-es-el 67 32
opus-mt-fi-el 57 8
opus-mt-ar-he 3 0
opus-mt-de-he 4 0
opus-mt-es-he 3 0
opus-mt-fr-he 1 0
opus-mt-fi-he 7 0
opus-mt-ja-he 0 0
opus-mt-en-ar 21 2
opus-mt-el-ar 12 0
opus-mt-es-ar 17 1
opus-mt-fr-ar 17 0
opus-mt-he-ar 7 0
opus-mt-it-ar 8 0
opus-mt-ja-ar 4 0
opus-mt-pl-ar 52 0
opus-mt-ru-ar 8 0
opus-mt-en-ru 98 34
opus-mt-es-ru 42 18
opus-mt-fi-ru 1 0
opus-mt-fr-ru 34 43
opus-mt-he-ru 5 0
opus-mt-ja-ru 13 0
opus-mt-ko-ru 2 0

Table 5: Stolen Probability search results for Helsinki
NLP OPUS models. approx bounded is the num-
ber of tokens that the approximate algorithm failed to
prove were unbounded. bounded is the number of
bounded tokens according to the exact algorithm. For
13/32 models some infrequent tokens were found to be
bounded.

source model # approx bounded # bounded

FAIR

facebook/wmt19-en-ru 5 0
facebook/wmt19-ru-en 64 0
facebook/wmt19-de-en 173 0
facebook/wmt19-en-de 184 0

Table 6: Stolen Probability search results for FAIR
WMT’19 models. approx bounded is the number of
tokens that the approximate algorithm failed to prove
were unbounded. bounded is the number of bounded
tokens according to the exact algorithm. No tokens
were found to be bounded.

source model # approx bounded # bounded

Bergamot

cs-en.student.base 0 0
es-en.teacher.bigx2(1) 0 0
es-en.teacher.bigx2(2) 0 0
en-es.teacher.bigx2(1) 0 0
en-es.teacher.bigx2(2) 0 0
et-en.teacher.bigx2(1) 2 0
et-en.teacher.bigx2(2) 1 0
en-et.teacher.bigx2(1) 1 0
en-et.teacher.bigx2(2) 1 0
nb-en.teacher.base 0 0
nn-en.teacher.base 0 0
is-en.teacher.base 0 0
cs-en.student.base 0 0
cs-en.student.tiny11 0 0
en-cs.student.base 0 0
en-cs.student.tiny11 0 0
en-de.student.base 0 0
en-de.student.tiny11 0 0
es-en.student.tiny11 0 0
en-es.student.tiny11 0 0
et-en.student.tiny11 0 0
en-et.student.tiny11 0 0
is-en.student.tiny11 0 0
nb-en.student.tiny11 0 0
nn-en.student.tiny11 0 0

Table 7: Stolen Probability search results for Berg-
amot models. approx bounded is the number of to-
kens that the approximate algorithm failed to prove
were unbounded. bounded is the number of bounded
tokens according to the exact algorithm. No tokens
were found to be bounded. Interestingly, student mod-
els were much easier to prove unbounded than teacher
models, despite student model softmax weights being
lower dimensional.
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source model # approx bounded # bounded

WMT’17
Edinburgh

en-cs.l2r(1-4) ≤ 2 0
en-cs.r2l(1-4) ≤ 1 0
cs-en.l2r(1-4) ≤ 2 0
cs-en.r2l(1-4) 0 0
en-de.l2r(1-4) ≤ 1 0
en-de.r2l(1-4) ≤ 2 0
de-en.l2r(1-4) ≤ 2 0
de-en.r2l(1-4) 0 0
en-ru.l2r(1-4) 0 0
ru-en.l2r(1-4) 0 0
ru-en.r2l(1-4) 0 0
en-tr.l2r(1-4) ≤ 5 0
en-tr.r2l(1-4) ≤ 4 0
lv-en.l2r(1-4) 0 0
lv-en.r2l(1-4) ≤ 1 0

tr-en.l2r(1) 2 0
tr-en.l2r(2) 8 0
tr-en.l2r(3) 6 0
tr-en.l2r(4) 2 0
tr-en.r2l(1) 4 0
tr-en.r2l(2) 0 0
tr-en.r2l(3) 6 0
tr-en.r2l(4) 4 0
en-zh.l2r(1) 3 0
en-zh.l2r(2) 3 0
en-zh.l2r(3) 14 0
en-zh.l2r(4) 1 0
en-zh.r2l(1) 2 0
en-zh.r2l(2) 0 0
en-zh.r2l(3) 7 0
en-zh.r2l(4) 7 0
zh-en.l2r(1) 8 0
zh-en.l2r(2) 3 0
zh-en.l2r(3) 366 0

zh-en.r2l(1-3) ≤ 3 0

Table 8: Stolen Probability search results for Edin-
burgh WMT’17 submission (ensemble) models. ap-
prox bounded is the number of tokens that the ap-
proximate algorithm failed to prove were unbounded.
bounded is the number of bounded tokens according
to the exact algorithm. r2l and l2r refer to training di-
rection, with l2r denoting training left to right and r2l
right to left. Models submitted were ensembles, hence
there are more than one model per language pair and
direction. When all models per language pair and direc-
tion had less than 5 counts, we summarise all models
with a single row, e.g. (1-4).
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Figure 11: Illustration of softmax weight dimensionality affecting stolen probability when weights are randomly
initialised for a vocabulary of 10000. The softmax weights and bias term are initialised using a uniform U(−1, 1)
distribution. Stolen probability is unlikely to occur as we increase the dimensionality of the weight vectors. This
can be seen in the subplots from top-left to bottom-right as we increase the dimensionality. Moreover, the braid
reflect approximate algorithm fails less and needs less iterations to find an input that proves a token is unbounded.
For example, for the bottom right two figures most tokens are shown to be unbounded with 1 or 0 iterations.
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Figure 12: Models from an ensemble can differ a lot in how easy they are to scan for stolen probability despite
their difference being solely the random seed used in initialisation. As can be seen, the right-most figure has 366
vocabulary tokens that are unbounded but the approximate algorithm fails to find a solution, compared to 8 and 3
for the other two models.
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(a) The approximate algorithm needs more iterations to show that teacher models are unbounded despite the dimensionality
of the softmax weights being larger than the student models.

(b) Student models are very easy to show to be unbounded.

Figure 13: Number of iterations of the approximate algorithm needed to show that a vocabulary token is un-
bounded.
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G Activation range of softmax layer977

inputs978

Neural network activations are bounded in magni-979

tude in practice, since larger activations can lead980

to larger gradients and instability during training.981

In this work, we made the assumption that the soft-982

max layer inputs x are bounded within a range for983

all dimensions: −100 ≤ x ≤ 100. Below we pro-984

vide some supporting empirical evidence that this985

assumption is reasonable.986

We checked this assumption on 2 Helsinki NLP987

OPUS models for en-ru and bg-en, which were988

found to have tokens bounded in probability. We989

took 10 million sentence pairs from OPUS as re-990

leased in Tiedemann (2020) for the corresponding991

language pairs and input them to the correspond-992

ing models, decoding using the gold translations.993

We then recorded the range of the minimum and994

maximum activation for the softmax layer inputs.995

Since our assumption is that all 512 dimensions996

are bounded between −100 and 100, we focus on997

the range of the minimum and maximum activation998

for each output token across all dimensions. We999

therefore calculate a 99 percentile for the min and1000

max activation per token across all dimensions as1001

well as the overall min and max activations overall.1002

The results can be seen in Table 9, from which we1003

can see that for these two models our assumption1004

holds for all activations produces for 10 million1005

sentences and the percentiles show that more than1006

99% of the extreme values fall within the [−50, 50]1007

range.1008

model min range max range min max

bg-en [−37.5,−9.4] [12.1, 40.3] −57.47 58.87
en-ru [−41.6,−9.9] [10.9, 36.4] −95.4 94.4

Table 9: Range of activations for softmax inputs as
calculated on 10 million sentence pairs from OPUS.
Ranges are 99 percentiles and min and max are the
largest activation across all dimensions for all sen-
tences.
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